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Training Placement Section <tpo@bamu.ac.in>

Chegg India | Results 
1 message

Chegg Campus Connect <campusconnect@chegg.com> Tue, Feb 16, 2021 at 10:18 AM
To: "TPO - Dr.BAMU(Dr. Girish Kale)" <tpo@bamu.ac.in>

Dear Training and Placement team,

Hope your students had wonderful time attending the drive as we had conducting it!

Thank you for extending uninterrupted support for the smooth conduction of the Campus Drive. We take immense
pleasure in sharing the list of selected students who were the part of Chegg India’s Campus Drive for the profile of
“Subject Matter Experts”.

Email Subject Name Final Status Onboarding
Date Referral Code

saljoshishri@gmail.com
Civil
Engineering

Shriram
Saljoshi

To be
Onboarded

24-03-2021
BAMUH12021

muqaddasquraishi88@gmail.com
Civil
Engineering

Muqaddas
Qoraishi

To be
Onboarded

24-03-2021
BAMUH12021

indiravborde@gmail.com
Advanced
Math Indira Borde

To be
Onboarded

15-04-2021
BAMUH12021

maheshthokare@gmail.com
Advanced
Math

Mahesh
Thokare

To be
Onboarded

15-04-2021
BAMUH12021

gauravkhunger97@gmail.com
Computer
Science

Gaurav
Khungar

To be
Onboarded

05-03-2021
BAMUH12021

mahadiksharada@gmail.com Chemistry
sharada
mahadik

To be
Onboarded

01-04-2021
BAMUH12021

sasraj92@gmail.com
Computer
Science shahzadi asra

To be
Onboarded

05-03-2021
BAMUH12021

sarinasamreen77@gmail.com
Computer
Science

SARINA
SAMREEN

To be
Onboarded

05-03-2021
BAMUH12021

 

Kindly inform your students that, all the information related to onboarding will be mailed on student’s registered email id.
Also, our team will soon connect with them on their registered mobile number. They will be getting their login credentials
of the Chegg Portal and then they can start working as per their convenience. 

Kindly note, please coordinate internally as this list includes names of only those students who have used the referral
code during the test. Students who have not used referral codes but have cleared everything must have also received
selection emails. Request you to consider those students too. I won’t be able to track those students who have not used
referral codes, but we will consider them selected and emails will be sending emails directly to them. Kindly coordinate
and send me the list of such students too so that I can use it for record.

Wishing all the students, All the Best for their new journey with Chegg!! See you Onboard!

Get…Set…Chegg!! 

Prakriti Shrivastava | Campus Team
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